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Alchymi, a range of exquisitely designed bathroom suites that promise to define the next generation of super premium bathrooms. With its seamless combination of revolutionary forms, bold colours and never-before-seen textures, Alchymi will change the way people experience bathrooms.

It all comes from its design philosophy, FloSense, which focuses on the perfect combination of the finest of materials, exquisite craftsmanship and the best-in-class technology.

Capturing the design philosophy and bringing it to life with his unique personal touch is one of the most renowned names in Indian Fashion Industry, Manish Malhotra.

Alchymi bathrooms have been curated by Manish Malhotra in the Hindware Design Studio, and hence his aesthetic sensibilities and flair get reflected in them.
Curated by renowned designer Manish Malhotra as per the latest trends in the bathroom space across the globe.

Colour coordinated bathroom suites inspired from the unique design philosophy of FloSense – an amalgamation of finest materials, exquisite craftsmanship and the best-in-class technology.

Distinct colour palettes in bold black, earthen brown and mesmerising hues of white.

Unique combination of materials such as - marble with ceramics.

Unique carbon polymer inserts and chrome finished products for best-in-class functionality.

One of a kind ‘Aroma Slots’ in water closets and faucets for a refreshing experience every time you step in to your Alchymi Bath Suite.

Matte finish on select water closets and wash basins for a classy bathing experience.

Sharp contours and shapes to match every taste - geometric, square, round, rectangle, sleek and thin.

Distinct themes with a dedicated signature style for every bathroom suite.
Black is back with Alchymi’s Black Pearl collection. Curated by Manish Malhotra in the Hindware Design studio, the fittings and faucets of the Black Pearl combine many shades of black to give your bath space a bold look.
Bold blacks and matte finished textures of the Black Pearl exude confidence, making it an urbane dream come true.
PRODUCTS

Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com

- Wash Basin Over Counter
  Cat Code: A8902010BL

- Single Lever Basin Mixer
  Cat Code: A8902005BL

- Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)
  Cat Code: A8902010BL

- Body Jet Square Black Chrome
  Cat Code: A8902011BL

- Single Lever Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer
  Cat Code: A8902055BL

- Wall Mounted Basin Mixer
  Cat Code: A8902015BL

- Single Lever Exposed Bath and Shower Mixer
  Cat Code: A8902045BL

- EWC Wall Mounted
  Cat Code: A8902210BL

- 2 Flow Rain Shower (Rain + Cascade)
  Cat Code: A8902070BL

- Bath Spout
  Cat Code: A8902035BL

- Single Lever Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer
  Cat Code: A8902055BL
Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com
Retreat to your roots with Earthen Escape from Alchymi, a bath space curated by Manish Malhotra in Hindware Design Studio. The fittings and faucets curated in this theme are bound to take you closer to nature and lets you have a rejuvenating experience each time you step into your bath space.
Earthen browns perfectly fused with matte finished products turn the Earthen Escape into the serene touch of nature.
PRODUCTS

Wash Basin Over Counter
Cat Code: A8901100CR

Single Lever Basin Mixer
Cat Code: A8901005CR

Bath Spout
Cat Code: A8901035CR

Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)
Cat Code: A8901010CR

Single Lever Exposed Bath and Shower Mixer
Cat Code: A8901045CR

Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)
Cat Code: A8901010CR

Single Lever Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer
Cat Code: A8901055CR

Single Lever Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer
Cat Code: A8901055CR

Body Jet Square
Cat Code: A8901100ER

Wall Mounted Basin Mixer
Cat Code: A8901105CR

Wash Basin Over Counter
Cat Code: A8901100ER

EWC Wall Mounted
Cat Code: A8901100ER

2 Flow Rain Shower (Rain + Cascade)
Cat Code: A8901100CR

Single Lever Exposed Bath and Shower Mixer
Cat Code: A8901005CR

Bath Spout
Cat Code: A8901005CR

Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com
POISE

Make the best impression every time you walk into this extraordinary bath space curated by Manish Malhotra in the Hindware Design Studio. The graceful range of bathroom fittings of Poise promises to upgrade your elegance quotient by manifolds.
The elegance of its suave looks lies in the sleek and square designs of Poise.
PRODUCTS

Wash Basin Over Counter
Cat Code: A8907045CR

Single Lever Basin Mixer
Cat Code: A8907005CR

Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)
Cat Code: A8907010CR

200 mm Square Rain Shower
with Air Switch
Cat Code: A8907050CR

Single Lever Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer
Cat Code: A8907055CR

200 mm Square Shower Arm
Cat Code: A8907012CR

Single Lever Exposed Bath and Shower Mixer
Cat Code: A8907015CR

EWC Wall Mounted
Cat Code: A8907120SW

250 mm Square Rain Shower with Air Switch
Cat Code: A8907050CR

Bath Spout
Cat Code: A8907012CR

Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com
PRODUCTS

EWC Wall Mounted

Wash Basin Over Counter

Single Lever Basin Mixer

Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)

200 mm Square Rain Shower with Air Switch

250 mm Square Rain Shower with Air Switch

200 mm Square Shower Arm

Single Lever Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer

Single Lever Exposed Bath and Shower Mixer

Bath Spout

Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com
Like the name suggests, Harmony from Alchymi offers both class and elegance. Curated by Manish Malhotra in the Hindware Design Studio, the fitting and faucets of Harmony are a symbol of a unique lifestyle striving harmony between sophistication and sumptuousness.
The thin, rectangular edges of Harmony radiate an aura of class and elegance.
**PRODUCTS**

- **Wash Basin Over Counter**
  Cat Code: A8905015CR

- **Single Lever Basin Mixer**
  Cat Code: A8905005CR

- **Bath Spout**
  Cat Code: A8905035CR

- **Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)**
  Cat Code: A8905010CR

- **Pillar Cock**
  Cat Code: A8905025CR

- **Single Lever HF Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer**
  Cat Code: A8905060CR

- **200 mm Square Rain Shower with Air Switch**
  Cat Code: A8997001CR

- **EWC Wall Mounted**
  Cat Code: A8805210SW

- **200 mm Square Shower Arm**
  Cat Code: A8905025CR

- **Wash Basin Over Counter**
  Cat Code: A8805120SW

- **250 mm Square Rain Shower with Air Switch**
  Cat Code: A8997002CR

- **Wall Mounted Basin Mixer**
  Cat Code: A8905025CR

- **Bath Spout**
  Cat Code: A8905025CR

Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com
PRODUCTS

EWC Wall Mounted

Wash Basin Over Counter

Single Lever Basin Mixer

Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)

Pillar Cock

200 mm Square Rain Shower with Air Switch

250 mm Square Rain Shower with Air Switch

Single Lever HF Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer

Bath Spout

200 mm Square Shower Arm

Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com
Embark on your journey towards rejuvenation with Alchymi’s Odyssey. Curated by Manish Malhotra in the Hindware Design studio, Odyssey strikes a perfect balance between hues of white to give you a serene bath experience.
A never seen before combination of squares and rounds, Odyssey speaks in volumes of its perfect geometry.
PRODUCTS

- Wash Basin Over Counter
  Cat Code: A8806210SW

- Single Lever Basin Mixer
  Cat Code: A8906005CR

- Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)
  Cat Code: A8906010CR

- Pillar Cock
  Cat Code: A8906025CR

- Wash Basin Over Counter
  Cat Code: A8806211SW

- 200 mm Round Shower Arm
  Cat Code: A8997008CR

- Bib Tap
  Cat Code: A8906070CR

- Round Hand Shower
  Cat Code: A8906045CR

- 250 mm Round Rain Shower with Air Switch
  Cat Code: A8997006CR

- Wall Mounted Basin Mixer
  Cat Code: A8906015CR

- 200 mm Round Rain Shower with Air Switch
  Cat Code: A8997003CR

- Single Lever HF Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer
  Cat Code: A8906060CR

- Single Lever Exposed Bath and Shower Mixer
  Cat Code: A8906040CR

- Pillar Cock (Tall)
  Cat Code: A8906020CR

- Bath Spout
  Cat Code: A8906010CR

- Angle Valve
  Cat Code: A8906011CR

Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com
The combination of fittings and faucets in Alchymi’s Symphony collection are arranged how a maestro would arrange his notes. Curated by Manish Malhotra in the Hindware Design Studio, Symphony is the new definition of elegant bath spaces.
The ovals and circles of Symphony resemble an instrumental ensemble ready to play a beautifully arranged set of notes.
Products

Visit: www.alchymibathrooms.com

- Single Lever Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer
  - Cat Code: A8904045CR

- Single Lever Basin Mixer
  - Cat Code: A8904005CR

- Single Lever Basin Mixer (Tall)
  - Cat Code: A8904010CR

- 200 mm Round Rain Shower with Air Switch
  - Cat Code: A9997003CR

- Single Lever Concealed Bath and Shower Mixer
  - Cat Code: A9997004CR

- Wall Mounted Basin Mixer
  - Cat Code: A9994015CR

- Wash Basin Over Counter
  - Cat Code: A8904110SW

- EWC One Piece
  - Cat Code: A8904111SW (S-220)
  - Cat Code: A8904110SW (S-300)

- 250 mm Round Rain Shower with Air Switch
  - Cat Code: A997004CR

- 200 mm Round Shower Arm
  - Cat Code: A997006CR

- Bath Spout
  - Cat Code: A997006CR
ACCESSORIES

Brush Holder
Cat Code: A8998001CR

Toilet Paper Holder
Cat Code: A8998002CR

Soap Dish Tray
Cat Code: A8998003CR

Towel Rack 450 mm
Cat Code: A8998004CR

Towel Rack 600 mm
Cat Code: A8998005CR

Brush Holder

Toilet Paper Holder

Towel Rack 600 mm

Towel Rack 450 mm

Wall Hook
Cat Code: A8998006CR

Soap Dish Tray
Cat Code: A8998007CR

Wall Hook
www.alchymibathrooms.com
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